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PADUCAH DAM" ,REI-ISTER.
DI PADUCAH, KY.,..§4,T11RDAY MON4INC4, AUGUST 4 1906.
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IMERCHANN PAY CHLOROFORM AO YOUNG BANKER OF PITTSBURG
.SU1T TO BE FILED BIG TIME BY
• AGAINST BOND MURRAY LODGE STATE LICENSE BABY'S NIPPLE _STEALS _QUARTER OF A MILLION
• CITY

•
SOLICITOR

AGENT
HERE HEAD TRIED TO THROW
CAMPBELL ABOUT r,5oo PEOPLE PARTICI- AUDITOR'S
THESE AWAY WHEN
TINO 'Mi.' SUIT
PATiSD ise4 lee:a
AFTER THE DELINARRESTED.
GATHERING.
QUENTS.
NOW.

OVERSTREET SURETIES TO
BE SUED FOR ONE THOUSAND

Speech Delivered to Tobacco Groweis
by Hon. Lawrence Finn of Franklin County.

SOLICITOR NOW GOING OVER
ORDINANCE

FOR

FRAN-

CHISE FOR STREET

'

CAR EXTENSION.

The .Red Men's celebration at Murray yesterday was one of the largest
gatherings conducted there for years
as it is estimated that fully 1,50o
people were upon the grounds enjoying 'the many entertaining features
arranged for their pleasure. Many
were there from the surrounding cities
and counties.
The picnic was given in Overby's
oark, about one-half mile from Murray, upon the banks of Clark's river.
The meal was one of the finest barbecued (linings ever set, experts having prepared it, while everybody's
hunger was fully appeased, and then
enough left over for a young army.
During the day speeches were made
by Rev. A. T. Osborne. Attorney Rainey Well% ofMkterayand Lawyer David
A. Cross of this city, all being addresses teeming with points of deep
interest
The Tobacco Growers' .Association
of Calloway county took advantage of
the big lodge gathering, and hundreds
of farmers were present. A talk was
made to the tillers of the soil by Hon
Lawrence Finn of Franklin county,
who pointed out to his listeners how
the tobacco growers could be benefited by banding themselves tdgether
under protection of the association
and thereby control the market and
prices.
Lawyer Cross returned last evening from the celebration.

JEWELRY ESTABLISHMENT
ONLY VERY FEW HAVE
ROBBED AT MAYFIELD
PAID THE AMOUNTS DUE

rtiAri AND AT tENDED
CHURCH AND SOCIETY REGULARLY.
FOR THREE YEARS HE HAD B EEN ROBBING THE BANK TO
SPECULATE IN THE STOCK MARKET ANG. GUESSED
WRONG.

-r4r7rAIP
EMERY'S POLICE ASKED TO REQUEST Three Months Ago, When Hints of
Trouble Were Rife, the President of
CERTAIN DISSOLUTE WOMCOURT THERE COMES UP
the Bank Declared That There Was Absolutely Nothing to the
EN TO REMAIN AWAY
WARRANT AGAINST
Stories.

TODAY IN

JUSTICE

A. JACKSON.

FROM BALL PARK.

Pittsburg, Pa., Aug. 3.—The fasci- a number oryears, having risen iron
George W. Allman Sues Wife for Di- Will Stubblefield, Colored, Dismissed nation of the stock market led to minor positions. He has been with
Blowing of Steam Whistles
the downfall of Clifford S. Hixton, a the Union Trust Company the greaton Showing He Had Carried
vorce Alleging That She is
trusted employe of the Union Trust er part of his career and finally
Without New OrdiHog Out of City—Police
Unchaste— Court
Company, of which Henry C. Frick reached the position of individual
nances.
the steel magnate, is the principal bookkeeper. lie went to church reguBusiness.
News.
stockholder, and tonight Hixton is in leaierltyy,and was quite prominent in so:he Allegheny county jail, charged
City Solicitor James Campbel'. Jr..
About three months ago there were
A bottle of chloroform and a baby's with embezzlement. Before morning
It is probable a wholesale warrant,,
the detectives who are working on the hints of trouble among the employes
is now preparing to draw up the suit
ing or litigation will shortly start a:. nipple were the implements of war
case expect to arrest Hixton's accom- of the bank. At that time President
to be filed against J. D. Overstreet,
a re..ult of the business men of this found upon the person Rolla Head plice
in crime, also an employe of the H. C. MtEldowney declared that
former saloonist.• and his bondsct.v failing to pay their state licens.!s last evening when he was arrested
.
barkIt is known that the shortage there was absolutely nothing to the
men, who were F. J. Bergdoll and
piovided f:-1- under the act of the leg- by the police at the Union Depot will
amountto $250,000, and it is be- stories. 'Hixton's
the Messrs.. Hoerber, the breweryhowever,
islature last winter. Attorney Albrit- He tried to throw the bottle and
lieved that when a complete investi- was connected with ikamsc'
men. This litigation resutts from
the rttm
ton of Mayfield, agent for the state nipple away when caught, but the gation is
made the. loss will exceed
Overstreet breaking the Sunday dosHe was
at large, was here yesterday and pro- officers prevented bins.
that sum, Hixton has made a full ROBBERY WAS SYSTEMATIC
ing law by selling liquor at the place
cured a list of the business men who locked up as a suspect.
In the' confession that he made to
confession.
he conducted on Eighth and Boyd
Head claims to have been here a
have paid from County Clerk Hiram
Every effort has been made on the the officials Hixton today admitted
streets, and on account of which viogoing
few days from Nashville, and all the
Smedley. The agent is now
part of the officials of the band and that he Las beeen systematically roblotion Mayor Yeiser revoked his Ii•
over the city taking the names of time has been hanging around the those who are
working on the case bing the bank for at least three years
cense .and ordered .suit filed. for co%
those who come under the new act. depot He said he simply carried the to
Since the first of the year he has
keep
the
matter
quiet.
that
bond
leetion of the $1.00o
but who have not paid the required drug and nipple, but had no object in
succeeded in getting away with $18,Overstreet like all other saloonkeepwarrant
otherdoing so. The officers believe
license, his object being to
MAKES COMPLETE CONFES- 000. All of this money, according to
CIS, excute to abide by the municipal
or sue them, which if done, adds cost; wise.
SION.
his story, has been used in the stock
laws when their license is granted.
to the business man, as the agent gets
Hixton was arrested late last even- market, and he has not a cent today
tiled
Mayor Yeiser ordered this suit'
a certain per cent over and above the
ing at the home of his father, F. M. to show for his crime. He declares
Gold Witches Stolen.
some weeks ago, but the solicitor
amount of the stipulated license.
Hixton, 3380 Webster avenue. He that the man- who he implicates reWord from Mayfield is that a lit- was taken at once to a
was away for his health at the time,
Heretofore many lines of business
private room ceived half of the funds, and that his
and his father was acting as the city
have had to pay a state license, but the hole existed in the front show at the Monongahela house, where a portion of the money was also lose
legal adviser in the place of the son.
the last k-gislature added numerous window at J. J. Osborn's jewelry number of detectives spent the entire in the stock market. So far it has
The father represents Overstreet's
other commercial lines to the list. store, and twat someone slipped a night with Cm, trying Ire Free a con- been impossible to secure a statebondsmen at their attorney, and
These license-s were due the first of two-foot piece of crooked wiee fession from hint It was not until ment from Hixton as to what stock'
therefore .requdsted that institution BIGELOW'S LAST ASSN: SOLD last month, but only a very few have through the aperture, hooked it into daylight that the young man broke he was speculating in.
of the litigation remain open until
paid dp, and as quick as the auditor's two fine gold watches and pulled down and told his story.
When he was arrested Hirton was
the return of the so icitor, because.
agent can procure the names of the them through the/tole. The Paducah
A short time afterward Hinton was spending the evening quietly at his.
of
President
Claim
Bank
Convicted
Judge
being counsel for the sureties,
delinquents, he will compel them to officers have been asked to keep a taken to a room in the Pittsburg home. His aged father broke down
.
)
for $38.707 Brings Ws
pay the regular license and then the lookout for the timepieces.
Campbell could not file suit against
Bank and Savings building, where he when he -heard of the young man's
8111...mm
penalty in addition.
them while acting tor his son for the
was confronted with the officials of arrest, but Hixton remained comMilwaukee. Whs., Aug. 3.—The lact
city.
the
bank. Willis McCook, attorney posed, and it was not until after
Objectionable Characters.
Case Up Today.
Solicitor Campbell yesterday an. asset of the bankrupt estate of Frank
for the trust company, examined His- having been tortured by the detectives
Yesterday the managers of the bail ton and from him secured all infor- for twelve hours that he finally told
nounced he would file the action G Bigelow was disposed of the other
Today in the court of Justice Emy when Francis Bloodgood. Jr ery there COMPS up for trial the war- park asked the police department to mation as to what he had done with his story.
shortly, so it could come up as an
appearance case during the October purchased a claim of the convicted rant charging Andrew Jackson, col- request certain dissolute women to the stolen money and, haw he had
INSTITUTION IS PERMANENT.
civil term of the circuit court. It hank president against the estate of (sled, with disorderly conduct, by en- remain away from the park during-the succeeded in getting away with such aosnonammezasis....o.
claim
disThe
the
of
on
ball
games
account
of
$760.
for
William
Wright
tern'
ensuing
The bank officials were astounded
the
until
a large amount.
cannot be tried
tering the home of Rosalee Anderson,
in which these femanner
orderly
they, learned' of the extent of
when
According to the regular procedure of amounted to $3&751.
colored, in Mechaniesbrug, against
HELD IN $2o.00o.BAIL.
males express their approval or disIt was secured by stock in the MilsThe Union Trust
the stealings.
.the court.
clarity
the
is
her
Jackson
protest.
playing. The manthe
kegn Water Power Company, the Neof
approval
is
of the strongest
one
Company
treasGleffer,
W
evening
.H.
..1143
.
wsy/. Portland Cenvent Company and whom the officers believe is wanted agement states these women in ques- urer of the trust company, appeared financial concerns in the United
Looking Over Ordinance.
some place on account of his unusualthe Adamson Car company
tion are very loud-mouthed, and before Alderman John Groetringer States, and its directorate contains
ly nervous action.; when arrested, and
Dividen-dle amounting to TO per cent
rather than have any trouble with and made information against Hin- the names of many prominent peoThe railroad committee of the city
also because of the many bare-faced
legislative boards well next Mondaay have been paid claimants against the
them had the police to request the ton charging him with embezzlement. ple.
lies he tokl in naming the places he
-sight recommend to the full council Bigelow estate. It is expected that a hailed from. Detective Moore is now characters to remain away from the Hie was held in $2.a.000 bail and was
Of all the directors there is scarcehe
he
company
will
cent
o
per
t
railway
park. Of course, if they do not com- talderr to the county jail. It was net. ly one that is not worth many mAdividend
street
final
the
that
descriptive
his
list
of
declared soon. The total claims were going through
ply with the order they will be ar- until ins arrival there that the story lion% in his own name. The bank
circulars, from every city over the rested
for acting disorderly.
$3,242,000.
(Coninued on Page Four.)
of the robbery and his arrest leaked has a capital stock of $esorscoo, dehave
one
may
he
thinks
country. He
posits of $3et000,o00: surplus and unout.
for Jackson who has done time twice
profits $22.314.510. and total
i
die.s:led
Warrant Dismissed.
Hixton is about 2 years old and rev
in the Tennessee penitentiary.
home resources of $88,000,000.
the
at
lived
fie
unmarried.
Joistice Emery has dismissed the
An attempts to secure a statemen
considered a
Suit For Divorce.
warrant charging Will Stubblefield of his parents and was
in from officiate of the bank wort fruitbeen
has
lie
man.
voting
model
George W. Allman filed suit for colored, with keeping hogs penned up the banking business in Pittsburg for
divorce in the circuit court against inside the city limits in violation of
Elsie Gertrude Oilman. alleging that an ordinance which does not permit
she is immoral and unchaste, and hes this Someone had given Stubblefieldt
been receiving the company of El- the pig, and, being ignorant of the
bert Rogers for some time, vis:ting law, he kept ft penned up in the yard
'THE PROPOSITIONS WILL BE OPENED AUGUST 25 AND CONdifferent looms with him. 13esi les in Rowlaildtown. On showing the
TRACTS LET, BUT CITY ENGINEER DOES NOT THINK OP- the diverce the husband asks for p 3s- court he had taken it out of town
session o: Pauline, their three-year - the charge was diismissed.
ERATIONS CAN BE STARTED THIS YEAR YEAR, IT BEING
girl. "l he couple married at
old
TOO LATE IN THE FALL—THERE WILL BE ABOUT SEVEN
Itsue Warrants.
Union City, Tenn., October T7, lobo
DISTRIBUTION
THFRE WERE i,000 COPIES PRINTED FOR
MILES OF THE NEW WORK.
and lived together until August 2,
The board of health is finding some
AND THE
CITIES,
SURROUNDING
OF
PHYSICIANS
AMONG
1906.
people owning vacant lots who have
DEATHS
TWENTY-TWO
ONLY
THAT
PAMPLET SHOWS
not cut the weeds off them, and are
PATIENTS
Mayor Yeiser yestere:ay sent to measure authoriizug the work.
OF
Reality Transferee.
HUNDREDS
THE
AMONG
preparing to have warrants issued.
HAVE OCCURED
Mk. Alvord, the expert civil engiaseveral of the sewer engineering jourTenth street and the people prosecuted in the poS'out'h
on
Property
TREATED—NEW "VISITING STAFF" NAMED FOR THE INCity
of
has
Chicago,
neer
written
mils in the east advertisements for inlice court. It is a nuisance to let
Bertha
Husbands
by
sold
been
has
STITUTION.
sertion, showing that Paducah is pre- Engineer Washington that the plans to W. F. Bradshaw for $312.50. and weeds remain standing upon a lot.
paring to construct about seven miits and specifications in complete form the deed filed for record yesterday and, being unhealthy, the board of
of storm and sanitary sewers. The will reach Paducah by the 15th of with the county clerk.
health wants to "weed nut" the cause
advertisements inform the contractors this month. On account of the city
Yesterday there was gotten out)neighboring cities have patients for
to Wil- of complaint.
transferred
Jones
George
B.
that they can view the plans and engineer being so rushed with other lis L. Goad for *boo, property in the
hook form the catalogrre for Riv- treatment. in hospitals, they can SIN
in
specifications after August 15 at the work, the municipal boards had to O'Bryan-addition to the city.
Accused of Drunkenness.
erside hospital, by the beard of di- from the catalogue the facilities s%/Paducah institution mid
office of City Engineer L. A. Wash. award to an outsider the contract to
bought from
Majors
E.
Mary
Mrs.
VVh11 Horns'by. Aroh Bland and rectors which had 1.000 printed foe pied by 'the
this
accordingly.
themselves
in
govern
physicians
ington, while the bids for the work get up the preliminaries for
the
and wife for $64. land Warren Hill all colored, were arrest- distribution among
arrive thv. L. D. Woods
is a pietere of
page
first
the
On
pamplet
The
will be opened August 25 in tbis work. When the drawings
cities.
county.
the
in
out
surrounding
ed yesterday by Officer Aaron liar-and
them
over
go
can
contractors
are proinside
and
while
opened
hospital,
arc
bids
the
information
the
After
city.
Icy on thosharge of being drunk and eortains much valuable
f
institutioa
determined how much the improve- see what is to he performed.
first-class
Licensed to Marry.
the
regarding
HitsEighth
out
and
disorderly
about
does not
(Continued on Page Eight.)
ment will cost, this anticipated ex- , City Engineer Washington
hereafter when doctors of
of Charles- &nets streets, They were locked up and
,to.
aged
Howie.
P.
L.
be
can
sewerage
the
of
believe
any
penditure will. be embraced in thc
late by ton, Mo., and Lillian S. Finley, aged
ordinance thsff will be adopte4 by laid his fall, as it will be so
Rope Staten.
e'osed 21, of this city, were granted a liall
are
contracts
the
time
the
the city legislative boards authorizmarry.
to
yesterday
cense
authorities yesterconThe
the
Metropolis.
that it would nor pay for
ing the work.
which
Frank Mr- il
Captain
day
telephoned
work.
the
off
start
to
. HerAiofore the city officials have tractor
County Road Work.
Ian of the local force that about $75.0 f
to h close
brought
moral decline of the rich of this
be
to
have
would
stipulatordinances
Aftkr a record-breaking trtp to1
sjmpIP'adopted
from
keen
stolen
had
rope
of
worth
The
So-called fashionable socieweather.
there
yesterday
winter
country.
court
M.
cold
the
In
P.
county
the
asked Ireland to cast his rote for
ik that .sewers Shall be laid unde-- during
of Was allowed $5.o92.55 to Supervisor the river front there. They
rotten now it reminds ?IV Of
supervision
TO
is
ty
under,
parliaof
done
is
member
work
nationalist
plans
Kettle,
The
neath certain streets.
works. The new Bert Johnson for use In the county that the Paducah officers keep a look- ment, the R,,ev. Joheph Toner, pastor ansient Rome and Greece. And thee
were then drawn and the contract the boara of public
to We
ont for the plunder.
between Nor- road work.
laid
be
will
sewerage
Mayor
of St. Lawrence's Roman Catholic is just what we arc coming
*wale to the lowest bidder.
unless
and
morally,
decline
Trimble
the
on
are
and
yestersouth
the
Shurch of Pittsburzreturned
Yeiser said yesterchy that 'things ton street on
felt
Dog.
itself
by
makes
Bitten
Officer
power
great
GAGE.
Ninth SON OF EX-SECRETARY
day- on the litajeetic. He had a. dc- some
have to be gone about in a reverse street on the north, and from
will
country
this
future,
near
the
in
on
and
I
avenue
society,
yesterday
Fountain
Officer 'Aaron Hurley
nunciation of American
order now, as ,the last state legisla- o nthe east to
, . got out a warrant charging Carrie Pittsburg society in particular, to dc- be as Rome was at the time of its
Seattle, Wash.. Aug. 3.—Eli
ture enacted a bill making it com- the west.
fall."
each son of ex-Secretary Gage, emote-iced Carter, colored, of Eleventh and liver.
pulsory upon else municipal authori-. In bidding upon the work
die fully agreed with the views of
yesterhere
hotel
tragenacted
cheap
$issoo
a
with
recently
a
a
harboring
deposit
Streets,
in
Galirwell
suicide
to
a
of
has
Speaking
ccntractor
of
cost
the
ties to first ascertaian
edy
Patrols,
drink.
said:
been
have
Toner
to
saaid
good
dog.
of
The
animal
Father
vicious
bit
exhibit.
is
day. He
tn the city,
sewer work and then embrace the certified check as an
mond:and on Page Flve.)
,
man Hurley on the hand.
ing heavily.
•
se,', 1 'This is soother evidence of the
contemplated expenditure in the faith.

Police

Regulate

the

Promiscuous

MAYOR FORWARDED ADVERTISEMENT
FOR CONTRACTORS BID ON SEWERS

CATALOGUE FOR RIVERSIDE !A
PUBLISHED BY DIRECTORS

PITTSBURG'S UPPER CRUST IS MORALLY ROTTEN

'10

ao

ft.:0J
schooners or about five per week
Cutting the allowance down to the
ordinary sized!"beer" that comes over
the bar to the thirsty one who proBTIMPRL'S
WAY 07 TELL72f.
duces the necessary nickel, the allowance will easily be more than 400
THB
glasses to each iudividual.
——
Stempel, as Herbert Tansy said from
CONSUMPTION INCREASING. I
the very first., was rbsolutely unique
APPLICATION TO BE PUT IN
Apparently. the prohibition laws of REV. CHILES AND WIFE
NOW Caney took all the credlt for the
discos?.
countr
the
y
have
not
reduce
the
cdnd
MONDAY NIGHT BY MOORE
MAKING HUGE ARRANGEas he does for almost everything,
sot:option of beer a particle. On the
out he does not boast about it so much
WHITAKER.
contrary, the increase in production
MENTS.
110w.
and, of course, in consumption over ,
(X course all the molt is the office saw
the preceding year, amounted to 160.-1
that Stempel was entirely out of the
000,ocio
gallons, or two additional gal- Ausaual Report
J. D. Overstreet Wants a New LiShows That These ordiaary wilen he owned up to a misIons for each nisi:victual. The total
take in an entry that cost the firm over
cense Having Lost the Former
No'de Workers Have Accomrevenue from fermented liquors, prae-i1
MOO to settle. Stempel was calling from
tically all beer, was $55,641,758. The
One, for Violating Law.
Teen Pastoe's order hook to Dixie, the
plished Great Good' in the
receipts from beer alone were $54,-1
bill stark, and be quoted two-inch Lyons
Past Year.
651,636.
galloon at three cents when it should
The receipts from spirits amounted ,
have been eight. Paston makes his
Moore Whittaker has put his apto $141394.055, an increase of $7,435,-1
3s and 8s a good deal alike anyway, but
plication in to the city authorities for 542,creer
--ker. -Chiles and wife of—hthe irust .fisvat year.
Thltilite
-a man to fire and it
t e-Reiatie 11e"tt
a municipal license to open a saloon
crease 'in the receipts from tobacco Mission, on South Third street,
at the Bud Quarles place, opposite the
have seemed as it somebody would have to
wt“-. $2,763.086, the total being tag,- commenced arrangements for
union depot. The application comes
the an- go. Dixie thought it was his mistake
422.997, The total income from all nual picnic they give to
the poor and was in a great flurry about it, but
up next Mondlay night before the
sources for the year was $249,102,738 children of the city, and
Stempel, a hen he looked over the book,
council and the following Thursday
prospect
said at once that he had called it wrong
against $234.187,976, an increase of are for the largest outing
evening before the aldermen to be
ever ten - and
$14.914.761. The largest increase was (kited the little ones by
went and told the whole works so.
acted upon.
th4e people Well,
the old gentleman must have been
in chewing and smoking tobacco, the The date for the picnic
The license of Bud Quarles was
this year will in a good
humor,for he only told Stemreceipts from this item being $21.294,- be August 20,
at which time the pel to
taken away from him several weeks
be more careful next time. That
929, against $20,069,346 the year be- 1 children will
ago because he used obscene literca
be taken in large wagons shows the
1 to
sort of fellow Stempel was.
fore,
the grove near Thompson's mi I, He had
titre to advertise his business. Ever
the peculiarity of being absothree miles from this city, on the lutely
since then the eestablishment -has
truthful.
1118111111111101.1111111111011116.
+1Cairo pike. An abundance of dinner,
been closed and doing nothng. Mr
There was one thing about Stempel,
,lemonade and other refreshments though. He wasn't extrava
Quarles has bought a coffee hoase in
a. SUPERSTITIONS OF THE
gant with
Cairo. and says he sold the local
will be carried along-, ils'o swings an
the faculty of speech. One of those
SEA.
place to Mr. Whittaker. Some say
o' other amusements for the children.
never-say-notking-to-nobody sort of fel.
that Mr. Whittaker has not bought
Rev. and Mrs. Chiles desire that lows. Went about his business quietly
the place. but that Quarles is pretend':":' + the entire public contribute some- and soberly, never laughed or Joked
ing he has so the latter can get a
thing to the picnic fund, either in the much.
One LIM* Dixie VIA telling a
license to open up in the name of
story
All sailors are superstitious, and way of monet food, etc., as it is exabout an uncle of his who was
Mr. Whittaker. It ia understood the
a great
the legends of the sea are legion,'pected that ttwice as many tots will swimme
r. He said he swam 15 miles
city offic'ala will look into the matranging from phantom ships to spec- , be along this tear as at the 1905 up the Mississ
ippi river against the
ter thoroughly before acting upon this
!picnic
.
This
is
the
third
annual
out
tral lights suddenly gleaming from
strongest kind of current and towed a
application of Whittaker for the liling
-for
the
children,' who always go log
yardarms and mastheads. That mny
raft that, had drifted away from its
cense.
'out in laarge numbers and have ths moorin
or)
fthese
legend
s
are
gs by a rope held in his teeth.
very
ancient
I
may
Some of the councilmen and: alderI time of their Ives.
Dixie said his uncle did that 15 miles in
men have been approached by friends be proved by the fact that sea har- I The annual
report of Rev. Chiles two hours, nineteen minute
s and some
of J D. Overstreet ,of Eighth and pies are described by Homer and .and wife up
to
ist of this month seconds, avhich he has forgotten.
Hesiod
,
'according to Virgil
Boyd streets, and asked to vote to
.shows what they have accomplishen
Tansy had to drag Stempel into it, of
give Overstreet a license. hat all the they plundered Aeneas during his
in the past year. and it speaks ex- course. He asked Stempel what
he
officials have refused thus far, be- voyage to Italy. The beautifn sirens,
ceedingly well for them, as follows: thought of it. I guess he was trying to
cause Overstreet violated the Sunday too, are of classic origin.
Preachgd 2oo sermons and 28 fu- make trouble. Stempel shook his head
Weird, indeed, are the tales of
closing law. sold liquor on the(Sabnerals, ministered in 50o homes, had and went on a.1:1ressing envelope.
haunti
ng spectres, fit to send one';
bath last June. and Mayor Yeiser re"But what do you think of it?" Tansy
voked the old licence that expired nerves a-shiveriag after a hearty sup- Go conversions, 8o restorations and persiste
d. "Don't you thick that was
July 1. The authorities have adopted per, well suited for Christmas time hundreds impressed for a higher and pretty
good swimming?"
better
baptize
life;
five
d
adults
and
an iron-clad rule that all Sunday vio- ghost stories.
"Well." said Stes-r;- el. slowly and so
three babies; gave Christmas tree,
lators go out of business, as far as
There are the four goblins of Dunberly, "I don't be:leve It. No, sir, I
supplyi
gifts
ng
to
childre
400
resn;
.having a licence is concerned.
UT's Ness, not ghosts, but evil wadon't belisve it. I know what the Miscued nine girls; got permanent homes
ter spirits who appear twice a year,
sissippi current is and I know what
s
childre
employ
for
15
n;
ment
++++ +
for 55
+ + + + + + only in midwinter, but bring bad
doubt if a strong
luck women. to Aids, 24 men and'16 boys; log raft is tb tow.
swimmer could tr.afne 15 ia:11s* in two
in a very short time to the ship from
distributed 2,150 usefu articles. of hours xnd
4.
SERMONETTE.
13 minutes without towing
which they are sighted.
clothing and a attar a number oil anything. I don't
want to be offensive
We must mention Adamaster, the
household goods; Lodged too men. 14i and it may be that
a- la
+ + a. -a -a (headed Ghost 0
Dixie was misinfthe Cape, that used women, 6 children; gave away 250
formed, bat I can't bring mys if to beto be seen in a halo of cloud and
meals; distributed 6,000 religious pa- lieve that his uncle ever did such
"That Rock was Christ."-1 Car.
a
mist over Good Hope, and also the
pers.
thing."
to:4.
silent man of Wexford Harbor, the
Of csursethat tickled Tansy. ?Ai 1 saki,
'We all come to Rephidim at some
wandering soul of she Dutch skipper
Tansy was always s-howing Stempel off
time or other. On the manward sid
ILLIN
CENTr
OIS
AIL
who lost his stback on his way to
He made a great pretense of being
Rephidim stands for the place of due
EXCUH BU LLBTI N. frienthy
IIIIIIRIP
with him, and Stempel didn't
need: of murmuring and unbelief; of Dublin some three centuries ago.
GhostIt
appari
y
see
tions
throug
are
not,
h
howhim 4t first and talked to
the limitation of Godfs power; nay.
Ashland. Ky.—Kentucky State Sun- him more
freely than he did 40 any of
more. of utter forgetftilness of all his ever, the on'y ones to be feared at
Associa
School
tion.
Dites
day
the others. Taasy came to us and told
past mercies and blesaings, and fail- sea. in the case of St. Elmo's fire sale Aug. 20
and 21, 1906. Limit Aug. us what Stempel
these apparitions 'take the shape of
thougtht about this,
'tire to turn to him for help.
25. Round trip rate $17 10.
that and the other—what this fellow did
On the Godward aide it is the place spectral tights suddenly gleaming
and what the other fellow se( I and,
alof the rock---the rock which Paul from yardarms or mastheads It was
Milwaukee, Wis.—Grand
Aerie though we Litt w that Tansy 'mad
known
by ancient navigators as Cascorkdeclared prefigured the character and
Fizternal Order of Eagles.
Dates screwed hfs opinions out of 1.'33, we got
office work of the blessed Christ. tor and Pollux—the best omen if seen
of sale August loth, i ith and 12th, a little sore all the same, Le, use what
"That Rock was Christ:" that is, it double.'but a signal danger if seen
loo6. Round trip rate $15.50.
Stempel said afiout us, being ;he truth
typifies the Chrst.
single.
Roanoke, Va.—National Pireman'i Alt us hard oceasiomuly.
t. In the value of the blessing
Jack has a score of well-known sto
One day Tansy told me t'
Association. Dates of sale August
- t be had
which gushed forth from it.
perstitions. many of which are of
BY USIN G THE
12th and 13th, 1906,1sited to August asked Stern:A.1 what be tho ht of tu$
2. In the methoct employed to se- very long descent, such as the pres31, 1906. By depositing ticket and and Stettpel reied that he ..kin't care
cure that blessing. The Rode was ence of figureheads. the blessing of
paying fee of so cents, tickets can I) say.
smitten, even as the Christ was smit- ships and the "crossing Of the line.'
"I asked him if that d;dn't mean that
extended to September 1st ,1906.
be
ten.
he Mid not a very favorable opinion of
And it will be remembered that thc Round-trip rate,
$19.65.
3. in the unlikel'hood of the source Prince and Princess of Wa'es both
you," said Tansy. "and be said at last
of help, for the babe in the manger. paid tribute to old Neptune vvhila
that ft did. lie went on to Pay-Peoria, 111.—National Encampment
the son of' the carpenter. the man of on their journey to Australiaa.
I told him that if he toll me what
Sons of Veterans U. S. A. Dates of Stempe
sorrows, tbe malefactor on the cross
l went on to say
punch his
sale, August 19th . and 20th, !god, bead and
became the Savior of the world, even Alderman
that stopred.him. I was hot
Assaulted by Gas Com- limited to August 31, 1906. Roundat the cold, hard. forbidding rock of
though, and after I'd thourbt it over I
pany's Secretary.
trip rate, $11.55.
went to Stempel and told him that I had
the desert became under the touch
beard be hadn't a high opinl n of me.
Davenport, Ia., Aug. 3.—The sensaof God a fountain o' life-giving water
The annual ils.00 excursion to Chi"Did Tansy tell you that?" be asked.
to thirsty iarael.
tion the other evening in Davenport.
-He did, and before all th,crowd.")
And more, that sparkling water at dividing attention with the nomina- cago via. I. C. R. R. will be run
Rephidim is typical of the isrightneis tion of Governor Caminito+. was a Tuesday, August 21st. A great many replied. "Now it's up to you explain.'
"Did he tell you what else I said-of the Gospel .for each drop reflects vicious asaault made upon Alderman people are preparing to take atvanthe glory of heaven, it is typical far- at Large J. A. De Armond, a promi- tage of this special excursion, which.., what I based my opinion op?" be asked.
ther of the Gospel in its refresh- nent physician and brother of Con- is the most popular run by the Illi"No, he didn't," I said. '1 wouldn't
ment. in its abundance and in the pe- gressman De Armond of Missouri nois Central railroad.
stand ter it."
rennial freshness of its flow.
His assailant was J. W. VVIalsh, sec"Then I'll tell you." said Stempel, and
Let us learn the lessona of Rephi- retary of the Davenport Gas and
Owensboro, Ky—Seven Hills Chaushwa and rejoice in the fall revelation Electric Company, and one of the tauqua. Dates of sale August 1st he told me. It was pretty plain, straight
talk and I'm bound to say it was true
of thr Christ. toward, whom the Rock menthe:1-s of the company of Walsh to 21st, 1906, limit August 22nd, 1906
I think it did me goad. Aim
way, I took
Bros., owning electric railway and Refund trip rate $5.70, limit three days
of 'Rephidim pointed.
it and Stempel and I are good friends
light and power plants in Davenport from date of sale. Round trip ratt
Clietan and Pio:Hi:Ion
Dr. Pepper Notice.
t4•75.
But it didn't end there. I told Wilson
The Paducah Bottling Co. is the
The - attack followed a session of
nnd Dixie about It and the next wornonly company authopized to bottle the city council in which a prolonged
Minneapolis and St. Paul, Minn.— tog when we were
all together Di. $
Dr. Pepper in Paducah ,and adjacent fight over the city lighting, for which National Encampment Grand Army turned suedenly to
Stempe
l ar.,1
the ViOalah Bros. have the contract of the Republic. Dates of sale Aug- him what hs
territory.
thought of Tansy.
brough
t
from Alderman De Armond list nth, 12th and 13th, 1906, return
ARTESIAN MFG. At BOTTLING
Tansy grinned, lie thought he IMP
a scathing roast of the contractors limit August 31st, rgo6; by deposit going to get a few
CO., Prop., Waco, Texas.
bonnets.
"I'd prefer nut to say," said Stempel
ing ticket and paying fee of so cents
Excursion Rates Via. ttie southern tickets can be
We all shouted. Wilson said: "You
ENOUGH BEER BREWED
tended to September
'
know what Stempel means when he
Railway from Louisville.
TO FLOAT A FLEW:.
30th, 1906. Round trip rate $14.80.
says
e
that, Taney."
It
didn't
teams Herbert. though. He
Atlanti
c
Fifty-Four Million Barrels Produced
City,
N.
and
return
J.
St. Paul, Minn.—$16.00, August to,
was cocksure that he stood ace
in the United States Last
high.
11 and 12. Return limit August 31, 523.7o. Dates of sale August and, "Tell 'em what
you think of me, old
1906,
return
limit
August
13th,
, Year.
1906.
with prvilege of extension to Septemman,"
he said to Stempel. "I'd like to
Washington. Aug.
Train No. jik. August 9th, 1906, reAdmiral her 3oth on payment of so cents.
Evans had good navigators on all his
tarn limit Aist 23rd, 1906. August know n3yself."
"I don't think you would," said
battleships of the Atlantic
Stem:
thsy
Denver, Colorado Springs and Pu- t6th 1906 return, limit August 31st, pel.
could maneuver. without colrdino. in eblo,
1906.
Col.—$36.00. On sale daily to
"I'm not
old rola
ge
the beer proOared :in this country in Septem
ber 30th, with return limit of
ihead," said Tansy.
the year ending June 30 last.
Old
P'iat
Comfor
t,
Va., and reOctober 31St.
"If you inslot on It
tell you," aald
If...necessary, all tile battleships
tarn, $18.7o. Tickets will be sold for Stempel, who was
rather pale. "I'm
241 BROADWAY NEW YORK
fk , no matter what their national
Ashville, N. C.—$15.95. On sale trains 1:2 and 102 of August' loth. sorry to say that I consider you d6hon•
its% could be berthed in a basin filled daily
the year round, good returning and 104 Or ,lertst Wit,. 1906, limited arable, inasmuch as you have betrayed
MAIN AND FOURTH STREIT,
LOUIS
with the moilacts of American brew- within
VILLE
,
KY.
t3
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ny
confide
vsth, 1906.
nce, in you,-and insincere, insix months,'
111111e*. Even then there would be more
J. T. Donovan. Agent. City asmuch as you have professed friendØn enongth left, according to the
ship for me to say face and make fun of
Office 510 Broadway.
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LICENSE WANTED
AT QUARLES PLACE

THE CHILDREN'S
ANNUAL PICNIC

HE WAS UNIQUE.

BALDWIN PIANO
Scientifically Constructed and
....of the Highest Excellence....

It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
is t "Leader" for the dealer.

D. 1-1. BALDWIN & CO.

W. TI MILLER,Agent.
520 Broadway,
PADUCAH, KY!

I

Have You
Started?
???? ?????

a savings account? Mighty smart
thing to do. $1 starts it. We pay
4 per cent on deposits. We invite
small accounts.

1

Mechanic's and Farmers
Savings Bank.

227 Broadway

6E1 THROUGH

YOUR CORRLSPONDLNCL

s

"UND[RWOOD"
TYP[WRITER
Saves 25 per cent. of the Operator's
Time which is your time.

ailt

Underwood Typewriter Co.,

Paducah Transfer Company
General Cartage Business!'

P.D. Fitzpatrick. Supt

.

of the islaand of Monserrat, which
had shaken for four months almost
without _Punic Last winter—within
a brief period-.--there were 62 distinct
tremors in this part of California-some thirteen months before the
strange convulsion of April 18.
ilabicemcmca
May it not be that our lava tide,:
WARREN AND FRANKLIN GIV- are rising again? The spitting asunder of the Santa Cruz mountains and
EN UNTIL MONDAY.
the Sobrante hills, as unusual an accompaniment as the earthquake itself,
of the
Budge Puryear Assessed Fines Against nay be a result of the bp&
crawling monster in the eltinnels beNumber of Contractors
neath. Shasta is its natural destination.
Who Did Not Have

CASES OF PAIR
ARE CONTINUED

l

Signals Out.

++++ + +++++++

Atthe Churchres . Coal Reduced
Rey. Illten - of the German Lutheran Lords Supper w:11 be administrated
Church on South Fourth street will''tontiorrow morning lollowing preachpreach in the German language tomor- ing.
row morning, while at the evening
West Tennessee Methodist.
hour his discourse ill be in the EngSunday school worship will be held
subject being "A
lish tongue,
Solemn Admiration of Christ." To- tomorrow afternoon at the Methodist
morrow afternoon at 2:3o a bus- church on 111st Tennessee street
iness meeting wll be held by the mem- While preaching occurs at the regular
evening hour.
bers at the church.

to 13c Per Bushel

++

"The Remobal of the Golden
Rev. T. E. Richie of Princeton, Ky.
will arrive here tomorrow morning Candlestick" will be preached on to+ DUEL WITH BASEBALLS.-4- and preach both morning and evening morrow morning by Rev. B. W. Bass
Yesterday morning Tom Warren
or the Tenth stheet Christian cyhurch.
the First Baptist church
+ + at
aud Tom Tolley, alias Franklin, were + + + + + + 4- 4- + 41- +
"Soul Saving" will be -talked on at
•
arraigned before Judge Edward Purthe evening hour. He desires that
Baptizt.
Szc-nd
. 3-enr in Or.: police court on Cat: clizre
An -exchange gives the fullosving
every member of the congregation be
of grand larceny, they being the two account of a duel that took place in
Rev. McGee will preach toworrom present at the morning hour.
,mien 'brought back from Lexington Paris between a French count and morning and evening at the Second
Tenn., by Detective Moore on the an American college sin, in which Baptist church in place of the pastor
Trimble Street Methodist.
charge of "skinning" the Robinaon the- weaPOni Were-basetars. The af- Rev. E.
Cunntnglsam, who with
Rev. W. W .Armstrong will be in
deal.
Graham
doods"
brothers here in a "green
fair arose through a slight fracas in Rev. Stewarts, is down near
his pu.pit tomorrow morning and• eveThe men requested that their case' an art school, and the Frenchman stifle conductoing a very success:Id ning at the Trimble stret Methodist
Monday,
until
over
next
be continued
revival at the Baptist curch.
sent a challenge:
church.
anti the court granted it.
The American, a husky six-foot•!1against
charge
larceny
The petty
Minister Departed.
from Yale, who had pitched on the
Third Stret Methodist.
Frank Blanchard was continued unril baseball team and stroked the crew,
tomorrow
Services will be held
H. Pinkerton left yesterday
W.
-Rev.
stealing
is
of
Se
accused
Cltflonday.
was loth to accept and took the mat- for New Liberty„ Ky., where he will morning and evening by Rev. Peter
some rope from the Ayer-Lord Tie ter as something of a joke. The
start a protracted meeting tomorrow, Fields at the Third stret Methodist
Company's boat over at Owens' Is- count pressed his desire forsatisfacand continued for several weeks. His church.
land.
tion, and at last the son of "Old Eli" family is still visit;ng in Ghent,Ky.
There was dismissed the warrant consented to meet him, stipulating
Tomorrow there will be no services
Says the London Times of May
charging Hattie Dodds, colored, with that he should choose his own
at the First Christian church, except 18o6: "A decently dressed woman
acting in a disorderly manner in the weapons. Seconds were agreed upon,
Sunday school and 'communion.
was last night brought out into Smithpresencilof Sarah G. Campbell. There and the mode of combat chosen by
field for sale, but the brutal conduct
was then dismissed the other warrant the American was baseballs at twenFirst Presbyterian.
of the bidders induced the Man who
accusing the Dodds woman and Will ty paces. It was- dangerously close
Cave left yesterday for Waft, or pretended to
E.
W.
her husband,
Rev.
Strickland with engaging in a fight.
range; for a man who has spent three Battle Creek. Mich., where he will to refuse to sell her''on which a scene
warrant
There was dismissed the
years twirling in-shoots and out- sojourn for several weeks for the 'of riot and confusion highly discharging Chamllin and Murray with drops over a twelve-inch plate is likeof his 'health. There will be graceful to our police took place."
piling brick at Foiwth and Washing- ly to be a pretty accurate shot with benefit
Sunday
school services tostioronly
ton streets, and faling to put danger a baseball; but the Frenchman was
church.
signals on it aaftcr nightfall.
gasnc, and they met 'on 'the ontskirts
'Will McNhahon was dismissed of of the city at daybreak.
Absent From City.
the charge of failing to put a danger
Each was to have three shot!, and
'Rev. T. J. Owen is down below
Kenon
brick
of
pile
the
upon
signal
the count won the toss and thereby Fulton helping in a revival meeting.
tucky avenue, between Third and the privilege of leading off. Perhaps
He will not be here tomorrow to hold
Fourth streets
he had never seen a baseball before, services at any of his charges.
contracCharles Warren, the paint
and at any rate his chances of signSt. Louis and Tennessee River Packtor. was fined $5 for leaving a ladder ing a contract with a modern AmeriCumberland Presbyterian.
et company—the cheapest and bes
standing upright overnight on the can ball team would have been about
Rev. B. P Fullerton arrives here
public sidewalk in front of the Culley as small as they could he. The man
excursion Oct of Paducah.
today, and tomorrow morning and
store.
from Yale had no difficulty in dodg- night preaches at the
Cumberland
George Weikel. the contractor. was. ing the adamantine spheres which the
church.
Presbyterian
a
put
to
failing
for
costs
Cited $5 and
soli of Belle France sent scaling in
;danger signal upon the stack of brick hiss direction.
German Evangelical.
be piled in front of. the Palmer HoThen the American opened fire.
Rev. William Bourianin and family
tel.
The first hall grazed the French- have returned from 'sojourning at
A similar fine was assessed against man's shoulder; the second lodged in
Mount Eagle. Tenn.. and tomorrow
'Nfike Iceman for failing to put a the pit of his stomach, and the third.
light on the material Ist blocked tha an in-shoot. -caught in All on the evening the divine preaohes in EngEvangelical
street with at Fourth and Whshing- point of the chin, lie went down and lish at the German
church on South Fifth street. There
ton.
out. and never ohallenged anther will 'he no services in the morning
It is a trip of pleasote, comfor
%VP! Lockwood. the contractor, was American citizen
and rest; good service, good tabl
except Sunday school
fnerl the same for failing to put a
good rooms, etc. Boats leave each
light on the material he piled in front
Grace
Episcopal.
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. m
Unprecedented Prosoerity.
of The Palmer
school
only
will
worship
Sunday
Until today was continued the warEverything shows the wonderful he held tomorrow at the Grace Epis- For other information apply to Jas
rant against Tom Elder. who i• prosperity of the United States. That
Frank L
Koger, superintendent,
copal church.
charged along with the balance of building interests are prospering is
Brown, agent.
the contractors.
plain to any observer, this being true
Sunday
school
services
be
will
held
A fine of $50 was assessed against not alone of the cities, but of the
at 3 o'clock tomorrow afternoon et
I. _zit Bondy on the charge of being smaller places Iron and steel are rethe North Twelfth street Baptist misdrnnk and disorderly.
ported by the mercantile agencies to sion church
The court dismissed the charge he on an exceptionally strong finan.--DENTIBT—
against Louis Capporal of permitting cial basis. The advance orders indiMechanicsburg Christian.
slop water and other ill-smelling a:- date that the business will continue
Truehart
Sunday school worsh:p will be hell
cumulation to be thrown in the ya-d good for at least a year to come. The
It
2:30
o'clock
tomorrow
afternoon
behind the confectionery on Broad- only limitations -to the field of buildat the
Mechanicsburg
Chrivtian
way near Fourth street
ing operations are the enhanced cost
at 3:3o o'clock the communion
There site left op..:n the warrant of nnverials and the high rates de- church
will be conducted.
charging the Paducah Furniture Fac- manded by labor.
tory with letting a pool of stagnant
Every farmer in the land has his
State Sunday School,
water stand upon the factory grounds face wreathed in ',miles The Hessian
The State 'Sunday School Associaat Third4 and Norton streets.
•
other
and
worm
army
fly and the
tion holds its annual session in Ashdisturbers of his peace cannot make land. Ky.. the fourt week of this,
Yesterday afternoon the Judge the smile rOelle off. The weekly trade
month. .and quite a number from this :Round trip to EVANSVILLE AND
beard evidence in the caSet against review says . "Underlying the conficity will go up to participate. includ- RETURN, continous passage $4.00:
'Samuel Leibel and John Muller, and (Vence in the future course of business .ieng Rev.
William, Rourouin, the pres- Unlimited ticket $5.00 meals and
will render his decision this morning. are the magnificent crop prospects ent of
the McCracken County berth included.
tribel is charged with shooting at and the prosperous agricultural Itil
Sunday-school
Association, who is
Muller several days ago on Kentucky tereos." In this day of urban activ- one of the
most fervent and energetic
avenue near Ninth street during a ity some may be disposed to tinder laborers the cause have over the enROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, pert,
'difficulty. Leibel is charged in one rate the importance of the farmer tire
're state
cf five or over $1.5o each, without
warrant with malicious shooting and hut it is a pretty safe hazard that
rreals; $2.00 with meals.
in another with carrying concealed when the agricultural interests are
Broadway Methodist.
weapons. while Muller is charged prosperous other business eondsiont
Good music on all the boats. Foe
Presiding
Elder Blackard will
feel the upward impulse.
with maliciously assaulting Leibel.
preach tomorrow morning and eve- nether particulars see
The movement of freight is report- ning at the Broadway Methodist
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + ed to reach a tonnage never before church the pastor. Dr. Newell. being
El A. FOWLER, Gen. Pass. Agent
recorded, this telling of the increas- outof the city visiting Methodist Col- or GIVEN FOWLER, City Pass
*SEES TROUBLE IN FUTURE.* ing wealth of the rail and lakecar- leges of the Memphis conference. The Agent. Phone 33.
riers
What is true of the central
west, and especially of the terriwy 1111b
+ + + + +
+ + •*.• + + •*.• +
immediately tributary to Chicago. is
also true of the selmle country. The
There is no better established fact carriers everywhere are rushed' to the
in the history of earth than that Cal- limit to meet their responsibilities in
ifornia in ages past has been the a time of overwhelming good fortune
To be more specific, the reviewers
theater of some of the most tremen,dous displays of volcanic energy. of trade say that the examination of
There are square miles of lava beds the reports of business during the
in the north mountains composed en- first 'half of 1906. now practically comtirely of stones; innumerable rem- plete, show clearly that the six
nants of craters and cones; miles of months made the "most prosperous
'hills that look to this day :ike waves period in the history of the nation."
.of arrested lava covered with a thin There is the even more pleasing ascancellaskin of soil, where no tree grows; tc %mance that, "unlesrs heavy
year
last
the
half
occur,
tions
the
of
say nothing of the tale tolein the
will establish a still higher record."—
layers of rock that may be seen
Oticago Tribune.
on many a bare mountain side, writes
Gertrude Atherton in 'Harper's Week
NOTICE.'
fy.
OF PAM -CITIZENS
THE
TO
We have in the north and not to
CAH. KENTUCKY:
mention the hundreds of small and
We have compfeted arrangements
nameless cones—three great peaks-1Diablo, St. Helena and Shasta—that whereby J. E. Wlilliasnsos & Co., of
WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM I. EA.ft4
l'ADUCAH REAL, ES174
are believed to hay been active vol-1 Paducah, Ky,have besoinse the agents
FOR INVESTMENT. WiloTTERN
LOTS
IPAYMENt
MONTHLY
Geese
canoes in the unwritten period of of your city for our celebrated
REAL ESTATE JOURNAL. AND FREE
KENTUCKY
Stone.
Bleaching
White
River
ICa'ifornia's long and energetic story.
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT.
Anyone &pining anything is CemRegarding Shasta there is no manwell to ma J.
do
etery
would
work,
ner of doubt, and during the earthFEDG a 4;1 w• wan-TEmostAG.
as,
E. 'Williamson & Co., and ff*e this
(wake I wondered if she were in
material their consider-allots before
eruption; for, only a month before
placing their order.
persons in her neighborhood were
Very respectfully.
much alarmed at the phenomenon of
F. J. SCHIOLTZ St SON.
snow melting in one of ?ter flanks as
quick as it fell.
John Philip Sousa, the American
A year before the eruption of Pelee band' leader, has been gazetted officer
supposed to be extinct, and of the die rinstruction publique of France
volcano on St. Vincent, I was in the This gives him the golden palms and'
1
(West Indies, and heard constant talk rosette of the French Academy.
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'..o write for our big FREE BICYCLE,catalogs/
showinç
west
line of
BIC VC LK:, Tilt
-EMc"aUlgleN
eV'
Pa";
BEIf OW any other manufacturer or dealer in the world.
from airy.
at any prke
or on any k,
red of terms, until you have received our complete Free Cabs.'
fugues illustrating and describing every kind of high-geode and low-gradi
bicycle, old patterns and latest models, and learn of our remarkable LOW
PRICES and wonderful new offers made possible by selling from factory
direct to rider with no middlemen's profits.
OWE SNIP ON APPROVAL reffArsif a rent &Pon?, Forth* rretgal tot
'Mow 10 Days Irma Trial and make other liberal terms which no othei
house in the world will do. You will learn everythiag and wet mash walla
able information by simply writing us a postal.
We need • lab. Alyea in every town and cam offer an cisporonito
to make money to suitabk young men who apply at atm
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Excursion Rates on
The River

EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE.

220 N. Itird
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A. S. DABNEY

$8 0PUNCTURE-PROOF TIRES
.8°
$4-77-7
.80
° N LY

ar Pries $
.41,0 per pair.
To Intreclaim,
We Will Sell
Yea a lloon_ple
Pak* for Only
(CASH

PE

Al_

NAILS,TACKS
ON CLASS
WON'T LET
OUT DIE All
ORDICIS OA 60

NO NONE TROUBLE FROO PUNCTURES.
Result of 1,5 years experience in tire
making. No danger from THORNS,CACNoldso the thleir vuisher tread
TVS. PINS. NAILS. TACKS Or GLASS.
••A'"sad pm actors strips .11"
Serious punctures, like intentional knife cuts, can
nod ••11." also ries strip"111^
to soirees' OM onsing. Deg
be vulcanized like any other tire.
so outlast any other
Two Neadrod Thr_anand pairs wow ia actual sea Ow_____
Ow
FT. ELAM° staff
Sassily-1Iva Thet?...4 pairs sold lot yaw.
EAT ILLEHLT.O.

assestiPriells

Made in all sires. it le lively and easy riding very durable and deed inside
with a special quality of rubber, which newer becomes porous and which doses up small punctures
without allowing the air to escape. We hfive hundreds of letters from satisfied customers stating
that their tires have only been pumped uponce at twice in a whole stetson. They weigh nomore talus
an ordinary tire, the puncture onftting qualities being iten by several layers of this, specially
commonly lett when riding ea asphalt
prepared fabric fTh the tread. That "Holding Back" seism
or soft roads is overcome by the potent "Basket Weave" tread which prevents all air from being
sqmeesed out between the tire and the road thus orercoming all suction. The regular pries of these
tires is ti p per pslr. but for advertising purposes we are making•special factory price to the rider
of only UN)per pair. All orders shipped same day letter is received. We ship C.O.D. on approval.
You do not pay. cent until you have examined and found them strictly as represented.
We will allow a rash discount of 3 per cent (thereby making the price *LIM per pair) Wynn send
rtnu CASH WITH ORDErt and enclose this advertisement. We will also send one nickel
plated brass hand pump and t .ao Sampson metal puncture cloaers on fa% paid orders these metal
puncture Ci(314CTS to be used in case of intentional knife cuts or heavy gashes). Tires to be returned
at OCR expense if for any reason they are not satisfactory on examination.
We are perfectly relief and money sent to us is as safe as in • bank..\ A sk your Postmaster,
Itaisher, hxpress or Freight Agent or the Editor of this paper about us. If you order a pair al
these tires, you will find that they will ride easier, run faster, wear better, last looser and loo
finer than any tire you have ever used or seen at any price. We know that you will be so well pie
that when you want • bicycle vodwill give us your order. We want you to send us a small t
order at once, hence this remarkable tire offer.
built-op-wheels, saddles, pedals, parts and repairs, a
everything in the bicycle line are sold by us at had thous
BuyiNG
prisms charged by dealers and repair men. Write lot our bigillaNzt14 catalogue.

2EAL F'T.tirE AGENCY

an

00ASTER-ORAKES,
t from anyone until you know the new aftii
auspaair of Dries
De NOT WAIT tluctycTeItriorteonly
D0
*oats• postal to learn everything. Write it NOW.
wonderful offers we are making.

MEAD CYCLE COMPANY, Dept.0JL" CNICABO• ILb

43 Copies for 1 cent
THE'CHEAPEST !METHOD OF THEM ALL
—
Use our best brand of Carbon paper and you get over
10,000 clear cut, smearless Carbon Copies for $2.65

Math,Enger ON Co.
'Undertakers and Embalmers,

130 8. THIRD STREET:

311URG COAL CO.
124 BROADWAY

MOM roe

PADUCAH, KT

YOU CANIMAKE 15 COPIES AT ONE TIME
What more do youiwant? Try a dozen sheets,
purple or black, for 30c. Your money back if you are
not satisfied.

HARBOUR'S BOOK DEPARTMENT

..•
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MUCH WON CAPITAL STUCK VISITING LADY
WAS INCREASED CONVALESCENT

:11XY A CLOSE SHAVE YE'STE.RDAY FROM THE TAIL
ENDERS.

THOMAS

C. LEECH

INVEST- MRS. HARLES JETTON RECOV-

MENT COMPANY R.AISES

ERING FROM ATTACK

CAPITAL.

COE FEVER.

'Ile 'Bottom Has Dropped Out esi
the Attendance-Vincennes and
Cairo Also Won.

Mr. Hervey Phillips Becomes Assist- Mr. Ben Tilley Resting Well at RiverManager of H,awkins' Establish-

side Hospital-Mrs. Hughes Bet-

ment-Business News.

ter-Others Ailing.

How They Stand.

4
•

•

es 41t

5•

W.
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48
45
41
41
36

L.
32
42
45
47
50
53

Per'.
-644
MI's. Charles. Jetton of Murray will
On account of its growing,busineso
-533 .
the Thennias C. Leeeeh Investment return home today, having recovered
-3120 company
last evening held a meeting from her attack of malarial fever. She
-466
of the stockholders and ordered that I was confined in- a private ward at
.451
the capital stock of The concern be Riverside hiospital for several weeks
Mattoon
.404 increased from
Sto,000 to $25,000 but a few days ago was removed to
amendments
their
to
artkies of in, the home of her relative, Mir. Roibert
Rather st small crowd was out yesaambn/ - tett:1y to Witness the game with Mat- corporation • DOSY being ° prepared to Parrish of Arcadia, in the
is-•-•ew-well-estough to
4attec
effect.
illtich was won by thef-ocra
'During the meeting the officers go home.
team. The slump of the Indians in
were
James
elected as follows:
the percentage column is having a
Tilley Resting Well.
noticahle effect on the attendance Wtille, president; Harry Livingston
Minnich
president
vice
;
William
F.
Paducah must play winning ball ta
Mr. Ben Tilley is reszing well at
-secretary,- and Thomas C.• Leeche,
get the crafted.
Riverside 'Hospital, and the doctors
treasurer and general manager. The think
he will recover. His advanced
Mlattoonat) r•• bh po a e directors named were Thomas C
age is against him' he being 65 years
5 I 1 4 4 3 leech. James Weille, William F. Minold. His leg had to be taken off as
Doyle„.3b
'. 2 - 0 o 0 3
nich, Harryiny Livingston and H. V.
a result of the crushed bone, caused
McCarthy, tb
11
O 0 Sherrill.
4 0 0
falling from the plasterers' scafby
-•'/Ilierkpartet,'21; :
4 o 1 1 3 3
fold at Ben Weille's home. on Eighth
Barkley, If
0
2
O
2
4 0
Resumes First Love.
and Jefferson.
Johnson, c
Mr. Harvey Phillips, the well• 2
,3 0
Lan..e, tf .
4 o 0
O o known traveling salesman, today goes
Caught Under Horse.
Magill. tf .
o o 'back to his first love after many
4 i 2
Blacksmith Riley 'Pitman is con'Jokerst, .p
4 0 0 0 3
years drifting .away. He accepts- the
fined at his- home on the South sSide
position of assistant manager of the
'Totals3428 24 Is o Charles Hawleins confectionery and with severe bruises to his side.
caused by the horse be was riding
cafe an Broadway. Mr. Phillips is
slipping at Fourth and Jefferon
Padoe 11—
ab r bh po a e an excellent gentleman and will,prove
streets
and falling, catching the rider
(Quigley. 2b ,
o 0 3 4 I a 'valuable acquisition to the cafe.
underneath. -No bones were broken.
Cooper, ss
4 2 1 Ile was fifttom years ago manager of
4 2
-Drahic. ef
1 2 0 0 the 'big confectionery establiehment
4
In lured by Tree.
'Wetzel. 311,
4
3 • 2 0 maintained on -Broadway by Mr.',lullGrocer Will Blocks of the South
3 o 1 • 2 0 us Weil, but for years since thlii
"Haas. eb
Side is suffering from . a painfully
0 o o 0 has been traleling upon the road for
3
Lloyd. 11
Asher. c
9 1 0 different lead ng homes, until now he crushed foot that was caught by a
3
tree -he chopped, down yesterday in
o o 0 returns to his ft4st love.
z
Miller, rf
his residence yard. Two toes may
3 o 0 S i 0
Wright. p
have to he amputated.
a
Bought Saw Mill.
27 12 2
Totals58 3
Mr. A. TO Sowell of the veneer and
Regaining Her Health.
Indings1 2'3 4 5 6 7 8 r)---811E hontier company of Mrchaniceburg
'Mattoon ... 100000t 0-2 fl n has purchased a 'hip saw mill near
Word from WiFcontOn is that Mrs.
Paducah ... 2 0•0 0 0 0 1 x-3 8 2 Mlemphie. Tenn.. and s arranging to
Hughes continues slowly redivide histime between his interests covering her health at the resort
Earned rune—Paducah. 2.
here and the new acquisition. and he where she is stopping. It will be
1u base hits—Asher
Stolen lyasese---Kirig. Johnson. Lane will not (ever his connection alto- some weeks yet before she returns
home.
gether with the veneer concern.
Magi!. Wetsel.
Sacrifice hits-boyle,a; Johnson
The best way to win men to God
The lease of the Western Union is to be a man
Double plays-Rietkportee to King
to McCarthy; Wetrzt to Quigley to telegraph office expires in a few
months upon the h•Arling it now ocHaas.
clinic.
on Broadway. near Second
halls-Aalaer,
4.
Passed
Rases on Balls- NT Jokkeret. 3: street, and Manager Elmore states
that he expects they will move, as he
off W'riglit. t.
Struck 0111--By Jokerst. 4; by wants a location up about Fourth or
Fifth and. Broadway. which is more
Wright, to.
now CHIEF COLLINS AND PARTY
Left On bases-Mattoon, 7: Padu- centrally located. Th,c,koilil.intr
occupied is becoming too -small for
ENJOYING THEMSELVES
cah 6.
1
the growing business of the company,
la
' Time of game --I'25.
AT CAMP.
and more room bechneet necessary.
Umpire-Wilkinson.
Virirenuts
Cairo
Ja'eksonv die
Paducah

Probably M.

Having Jolly
Good Outing

NOTES.

Pittsburg's Upper Crust

On account of Umpire Wilkerion
arriving in the city late, the game was
ddayed half en hour.
Taylor has quit the gamy; Tadlock
and South have been released: Downing sick; Pitcher Asher is doing the
heavy work behind the home plate
and Bob Hays. the L. A. L. catcher is
on the bench with an Indian uniform
on.
Friday Was ladies' day and a small
crowd witnessed the battle.
If something isn't done real coon
the crippled-up brnch of Redskins
will fall to the bottom of the wet
Pitchers Miller and Brahic are covering the right and center woo in
the garden.
Ilan, binstlell for the second sack
and, brought home Wetzel and Cooped in the first innings
. that Wiley
There•e a r,-'or ado,
•Piatt. the star Indian pitcher. of last
season, will he here next week to
help poll the horn.- team- ont of the
hole. Too gond et be trite
The feature of the game was the
...lever work of Thus:sire- (Happy jack)
Wilkerson, with a vn:ce like the roar
of a lion: thi* feature is well worth
thr ear:Use:on fee you pay.
Asher is titt real thing behind the
hat catches iftestestf game of ball and
has the iron arm in throwing to yessand.
•
In the ninth Arittoon bad a man oi
third and second, with two outs. up
came a eticker that seht the ball to
right field' to only find little Dick
Baltic there to nab it which caved
the game for the Indians.
•

•1111,11•.

Vincennes, 5; Danville,

a.

Vincennes. TM • Aug. 1.—Alice permitted only two of the Danville men
to cross Some plate in today's game.
RITE.
Missale
2 5 2
I'Vneennee
5tte
Batteries—liolycroes and Ott; Far
roll sad Malt-twin.
Home Runs by Matteson and Bar
bourof iVneennes.

7
.
4

Cairo. 19; Jacksonville, 6.
'Cairo Ill.. Aeo. 3-Cairo bad n
walkover in today's game: .
- RITE
Jackennville
6 12 8
Cairo
12 13 4
Batteries—Allen. Akers and Belt:
Patrick, Hatch and (Messer.

(Continued from Page One)

Why will you suffer

Dr. Dwight's
Rheumatic
Remedy.
,will cure that awful pain?
Has cured others, will cure you.
Call on us, or phone 237, and we
will gladly tell you about it.

BACON'S
DRUG STORE.

----- —
reported they were haying the time
Remember this is the cheapest h ouse in town on Bicyles
and everyof their life.
thing for bicycles. J'arts furnished for any make
of wheel.
Expel',
During the song Chief Collins sang
machinists in our rep.tir shop. All work--guaranteed.
toss, Jauer Evitte artb, :Cterla 1 ai ey
basso proftmdce while Mr. Bennett
--•
and the Yeiser boys' voices could, be
heard pitched' at high tenor. After
giving several of their selections the
camper; rung off, saying there were
so many lady friends out to their
camp they had no time for anything
excgot to entertain them. Lieutenant'Potter says the crowd is having
too high a time to suit him, and, he
proposes telling all their wives today
in order that they might be brought.
back home.
t• •11,111,•1

UM!

GIVE QUICK
RELIEF.
easing the pain in a very few

J.

O'AL03161:41.54.
DRUGGIST

SIXTH AND BROADWAY
TELEPHONE 63

Our showing of Summer
Jewelry and Novelties is
More cotensive this seasen
than ever. Your will be delig.lated with our display of
Belt-pins and buckles, Hair
Ornaments, in combs and
Barrettes, Silver Card Cases
and
Purses.
are
We
showing all of the

NEW STYLE BRACELETS

ADMITS THE LIGHT IN THE MOST PLEASING
AND AGREEABLE HUES
IT IS APPROPRIATE IN DINING ROOMS, BATH
ROOMS AND FRONT DOORS. IT IS ONE OF THE
MOST BEAUTIFUL DECORATIONS OF THE DAY
FOR ALL KINDS OF DECORATIONS.

C. C. Lee, 315 hay.
INSURE

J. L. WOLFF, L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency

327 BROADWAY.

Office;306 Broadway

Phosphates
Ice Cream

HAY
ES
SEVENTH

NE

SATURDAY SPECIALS
Save on your grocery bill. Buy here, make
home happy. CHOICE TEAS and COFFEES.
Recent large purchases enas)le ts to quote these
extremely low Prices. Special for Saturday only
24 pounds of the finest Granulated
Sugar
$1.32
For fancy fresh roasted Santos
Coffeee. 20C grade lb. 16 2-3e
For fancy Teas, new black or
green, 8oc grade lb.
Tees, extra fancy, garden grown
all varities, 9oc grade.
65c
For one 16 ounce bottle of Queen
Olives,
190
For one 24 ounce bottle of our
famous Queen Olives,
3Res
For 15 bars of good Laundry
Soap
250
For 25 lbs. Ice Cream Salt 20e

sse

For cne 2.3 lb. sack Minnesota's
beet Patent Flour
. 65e4s
For Mocha and Java Coffee or
Penherry, 331Ac grade,
24e
For 3 11)3. special Java and Mocha
or M xwell House Blend and H
& K. Coffeee ---------51
00
For A . lbs. crisp Soda Crackers
fresh from the oven.
• •25e
For one of our best Cotton Mops
Only one to a customer, •.240
0. K. new Potatoes, large ripe
stock, cook mealy
206
For 1 cans Domestic Sardnes in
oil.
3%6

Great Southern Tea and Coffee Co.,

BOTH PHONES 1305. 113 SOUTH SECOND ST.
•••••••••••••04111114100001100•1
•••••••••••••••••••••••••

The Register, to per week.

WHILE EQUAL IN DESIGN AND BEAUTY TO'
THE FINEST ART GLASS MADE.
IT CAN BE APPLIED TO ANY WINDOW
OR
TRANSOM. IT EXCLUDES OUTSIDE VIEW AND

BEAUTIFUL

Mineral Water
Our Pure Fruit

Deed in

Will be keenly appreciate.1
after a trial by peoole Who suffer from headaciles--severe o;
mild, occasional or chronio
They never fail to

The Modern Window Decoration

Artistic
and

Last evening about 8:30 o'clock
Lieutenant Thomas Potter of the police force bad his telephone bell to
ring, and, picking up the receiver, beLEMON, ORANGE, CHERRY
fore he could ask who it was he hearth
singing at the other end of the line,
the song being-. "'Meath the Shade of
ARE GOOD. OUR
theOld Apple Tree." When the piece
was finished the lieutenant was then
surprised to be told that the choristers at the other end of the line were
WITH CRUSHED — STRAWChief James Collins. City Jailer Thos: BERRY,
PEACH. PINEAPPLE or
Evitte, City Clerk Henry Bailey, Mr
CHERRY„ IS BETTER.
Frank Bennett and Mnsters David
and Henry Yeiser. who are up at
of Staatz-Zeitung Is
Echo Springa Livingston county, enNew York.
joying their big picnic and camp outNew York, Aug. T.—Edward Uhl
ing. They have a telephone run out
AND B7:0ADWAY
president of the New York Staatsfrom Smith land to the camp, and
TEL. yglk.
Zeitting corporator'. tied Aug. r at his
home here after a long illness. He
was born in New York'in 1843.
3401441414403***4-031/0400.404,
He was for a time American consul to Guatemala ,in the adminetration of President Grant.

Henry's
Headache
Powders

•

Dependable:

Phones:Office 385—Residence 1696

Telephone Last Night.

Cardinal Gibbons, and 'aid that, althoegh he home was in Pittsburg. he
must pronounce the so-called upper
society of that city "morally rotten."
"This debauchery aand immorality
exists almost entirely." he continued
"among the millionaires—men wile,
have come up from almost nothing.
although they arc casting a blights
upon the name of the city. Just as
soon as they gain their wealth they
go to New York, London and Paris
to spente -t in pleasure and debauchery. Pittsburg is too busy for them.too commercial."

Head

Next to Kentucky Theatre on North Fifth street they
can s ave yot.
money, and take your old wheel in exchange. WE
WANT AN UNLIMITED NUMBER OF SECOND HAND BICYCLES.

Seventh and Jackson St. Phone 237

JEWELER
Treated Lieutenant Potter to Sere
nade Over the Long-Distance

Before Mai Your
Old Bicycle iv on
New One Seco:
WILLIAMS BICYCLIC°

When

Don Gilberto
THE TALKING MACHINE MAN OF PADUCAH.
As we are in the midst of hot weatner and sleeping im a
tor.
tare at the present time, and these beautiful moonlights we have
at present. Come one come all and hear his muse at
6o5 S. 4th.
Et., produced by the only talking machine, not only of
U. S. but
of the world. The Victor and th e Zonophonc talking machines
from $10 to Sloe put within the reach of the poor as well as the
wealthy. Remember that these machines are the

Leading Machine of the World
Remember my records for sale are 8in. 35c, zo in. Goc. ma in.
$1.00.
We have high class operatic records troin $1.0o, Soo°, 4.00,
$4.00, $5.00. All the latest leading opera singers. from Addalena
Patti, Mracella Sasembrich, Carauso and Sow ite and aixorr and
a great many other celebrated artists of this kind.. I will play any
piece before purchasing it, so you can see that it is perfect We
don't sell second hand machines or records.. Every machine is
guaranteed and every record is perfect and new. We don't give
discounts rror CUTS in PRICES. We
carry a full stock of
needels and we will repair your broken machines at liberal prices.
We will take pleasure in explaining the mechanizm of your Zono.
phone.. I have 500 new and latest music frcri raetime to the
most celebrated operas, and from the greateel bands ho:b America and Europe and Orchestria piece!. My csoicerts will be
from 7 p. m. to TO p. m.. No pieces played twice and we play
from 75 to too pieces every night. Remember that you can buy
the Victor machine, it is no trouble but a pleaeore. We will take
pleascure in showing you about either the Victor or Zonophone
machines, also care of records.
I remain your talking mach ns holm

DON GILBERTO,
THE TALKING MACHINE M AN OF Paducah end dent
forget it. 6o6 S. 4th. St. Paducah. Ky.

you

-••••.••

LEAGU E PARK.

PADUCAH vs MATTOON
DOUBLE HEADER SUNDAY
FIRST GAME CALLED AT 2:30

AUGUST 2, 3, 4 AND 5
GENERAL ADMISSION 25c
GRAND STAND 35 CENTS. BOX SEATS 6o CENITS.
s
SALE SMI TH & NAGEL'S,
'FOURTH & BROADWAY.

TICKETS OK

Game called at 3:30 promptly.
,

LEAGUE PARK.

.s.•

4.••

.• •

.Ematte...tgatimiatitimittititsca=mitateguraaa=giataimidadmgas.... •
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'SAYS TODANNEGGERROES
t-/- ATT7.1ZED CLAIM
TROUBLE WILL ARISE ON

-POSTf.:

AUGUST 8.

They Are Anonymous Documents,
But There Is Nothing to It.
Stands Will bliot Be Charged

KEEFROPMBOYBADSWOAWMEAYN

IRENAVSIGALNEDPOSFROITIMON
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Proved Healthfulness
Scientists Affirm the Healthfulness.
of Good Beer

Residence 296

Office ass
I

DR. R. F. HEARNE
BROOKIIILL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO. 444.
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-ORIGINAL
BUDW EISER

DR. ROBT.J. RIVERS
tao NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 355
Office hours 8to to a. m., I to 3
p. Ili. sod 7 to 9 p. tn.

Purity means an absence of foreign matter
—nothing else.
Cleanliness is a well known brewing
ESSENTIAL. It is a matter of self-preservation with ALL brewers.

These Saazer Hops, from a small province
in Bohemia, have been found by Scientists to
contain a superior quality of that wonderful
health-giving substance —Lupulin.

Purity and cleanliness alone do not assure
Good Beer nor Healthful Beer.

Lupulin is creating a stir in the scientific
and medical world because of its marvelous
results in the treatment of nervous and digestive
disorders.

Healthfulness depends solely upon
QUALITY,and quality depends solely upon the
ingred:ents used and upon the method ofbrewing.

We import a greater quantity of these
expensive Saazer Hops than all other brewers
combined.

Beer may be brewed from almost any cereal.

Our storing capacity — 600,000 barrels,
more than double that of any other Brewery
in the United States —makes it possible for us to
store (lager) our Beer from four to five months,
the time necessary to thoroughly age it.

Many brewers use Corn as a substitute for
Barley-Malt, because Corn costs less.
But the element of QUALITY,the essential
of Healthfulness, must be lacking in such Beer.
Choice Barley, Selected Hops and extra
quality Yeast are the prime essentials of Good
and Healthful Beer.
This is a well known scientific fact.
We use the choicest Barley and Saar
Hops in brewing our Beers, adding a small
quantity of Rice in pale beer.
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Dr. Sidney Smith
DENTIST.
Office over Globe Bank and True.
Co., 306 Broadway.

C. MANNIII8 SEARS, M. 0.
Office 1707 Meyer: St.
Telephone 377,

This perfect maturing brings out, to the
utmost, the health-giving qualitisa,of the choice
ingredients used.

D.R. W. C.

UBANKS.

(Homeopathist.)
Office 3o6 Broadway—Phone 120
I
Residence, 81g Broadway.
149.
!host*

These are the facts relative to what constitutes good beer. •
They are worthV the attention of every person who demands the best when eating
or drinking.

Architect and Superintendent
401 Fraternity Building.
t

St. Louis U. S. A.
Largest Brewers in the World

Old Phone 4p8 Bed; New Phone 311c_
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J. H. STEFFEN, Manager,
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SOME GOOD EATERS. COLORADO
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MOURNING IN

Garden Hose, Nozzles,Sprinkling Sled*.

Ed D.Hannan
Cyclone Insurance

$6.00 FOR $1.000 FOR 5 YEARS

Abram L Weil & Co.,

Campbell Building.

Both Phones 369f

The Regibter, delivered, 10c per week
iLLiNOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE

4
0

k

•••

******

S. G. HATCH, G. P. A., Maim /4

-A4

r. st Link 1.11,

,....•

• •

ANGSTAFF-OkM MANUFACTURING;
Flooring,Ceiling,
Siding
Finish
Lath

Yellow U Gun
Poplar
Pine

M B
Ash
Beech

Maple
Walnut

E

Oak
Elm

Sash, Doors,,
Blinds,,
Interior
Finish_

4

GUM, BEECH 4.ND OAK FLOORIl:G, END MATCHED FINISH, BORED, KILN DRIED, HOLLOW BACKED AND POLISHED.. TWIN.BRAND--OUR OWN MAKE.
We Are Making Very Low Prices on House Bills.
Both Phones 26.
,
438 South.Second.
••••••me

•t. ;•

Catakigue for Riverside

Quality-Rather
Than Price.

-•

(Continued From Page One.)

RIVER RIPPLING&

•
PERSONAL NOTES,

44

+

Special Ten Day'sSale
EYE-SEE JEWELRY AND OPTICAL CO.,.

••.•• ••.•
+
+ +++
*:* *7—:* *:*
ductions show!sg 'the operating, + + +
We are offering a 10 year Gold l'illed Case, Elgin Movement.,
lori$8.4g.
sards and other
sterilizing roomA Seth Thomas $12.00 Mantel Clock for
This afternoon at 5 o'clock the
Mrs. Carrie Warren Girardey leaves
the reception
$7•50
quarters, inclu.
Roager's 1847 Knives and Forks, a set,
....
halls, dining ros,..i and endowed steamer Kentucky gets Out for the the 1st of next mouth for Los An83.41.
Genuine Rogers' Teaspoons, a se t,
..
Tennessee river. She Comes hack geles, Cal., to join her husband and
..• •••.• •75,i
wards.
Genuine
Rogers'
Tablespoons,
a
set
„
reside.
The front page shows the direc- again next Thursday night.
Our entire line of Cut Glass at 30 per cent, off of regular price.
This morning at R o'clock the Dick
Mr. Vernon J. Blow of Louisville
tors to be Mayor Yeiser, Oscar B.
Our Hand Painted China, fine as any line in the city, at so per east..
Starks, George 0. slcBroom, Dr. Fowler skips out for Cairo arid, com- was here yesterday.
of regular price—you must see this line to estimate fully tbe berg**, isaa
Mr. Harry T. Hollingshead arrived
Frank Boyd and Dr. H. P. Sights, ing back tonight, rays over until R
are offering
while underneath is a list of the o'clock Mksnday morning before skip- yesterday from Chicago.
A special reduction on every, art icle in our store for so. daystsoolg...
Mr. and Mrs. John Atkins returned aerie* for cash—
superintendent and assistants, who ping away on her return.
The Joe Fowler went to Evansville yesterday morning from Morley. Mo.,
Miss Anna E. Crooks superintendOr repairs must give- you antis faction.
yesterday
and comes back again tCP- where they accompanied the remains
ent; Miss Lulu Hargis, head surgiEyes tested free,
T1TOTTOW.
of the latter's aunt, Mrs. Stegalq,who.
cal nurse; Miss Ethel Adams. head
The John S. Hopkins comes in to- was buried there.
nurse; Miss E V. Strong, secretary.
day from Evansville and, returning
and Misses Grace Ledbetter, Ruth
immediately to that city, does not
313 BitOUWWAY. GUTHRIE'S OLD STA/1Di
Cochran, Elizabeth Karnes, Celesta
come back again until Tuesday.
Atcheson and Geraldine
Pourer,
The City of Sattfflo passes ont of
J. A. KONETLICA. JEW ELER AND OPTICIAN.
rinses.
tilso Tennessee river today bound
2D Tears Experience,
Ii the data
column it is shown back towards St. Louis.
that T05 surgical cases have been
mmingerawiiimimia_s_
The City of Savannah got away
treated at the institution the first from St. Louis yesterday instead of
, year ,which comprised the time be- waiting until today. She reaches here
tween July 21 1905, and July 22 of late tonight bound for the Tennessee
only six river.
this year.
There were
deaihs from surgical cases, and 16
The Buttorff leaves Nashville toVOURRTH AND BROADWAY. deaths from medical cases a total of
day. gets here tomorrow and lays unTotal number of medical cases til' 'Monday morning before getting
22.
i treated were 217, whie from all out on her return to that stream.
. sources 343 patients were admitted.
'The percentage of deaths from + + •:•
•:+
•:•
+ +
i
surgical cases was only 4.6, whRe
take
,
people
to
--Bilious
WANTED
Fancy Irish Potatoes, per pk .... 20
.. not a nappendicitis or ovariotomy + LOCAL NEWS IN BRIEF.
25c. R. Vii
S011itS. Liver Capsules
patient was lost during the entire
A Old-Time N. 0! Molasses, per gal 53
Accident,. Life, Liability, Steam BullerWALKER & CO., Fifth and Broad- , year. Of the surgical deathi four
15
+ + + + + + ++ ++ ++. Fancy Lemons, per dozen
way.
Fancy Bananas, per dozen
to
were females and the others males.
Fancy Mince Meat, per pkg.
proven one of
has
hospital
The
resiFOR RENT—Eight-room
—The revolving cage at the county 7 lbs. Lump Starch for
25
best paying institutions mainAll modern !the
dsnce in West End.
jail
got out of fix yesterday and it will Full Cream Cheeses per lb.
15
tained by the city, as thousands of
•tonveniences. Apply to L. S. Dal
take several days to put it insbape.
Fancy can Table Peaches, for
IS
dollars profit were realized during
,
Aois.
—Miss- Mary Woodward and Mr. Sour Pickles, per gallon,
23 Office Phone 369.
Residence Phone 726
' the first year, and the eliiagnittfor
House and Mrs. Myrtle At- 3 sacks Table Sala for
io
of re- •WElliam
increased
so
'admittance
has
kinson and Mr. R. A. McChord of this 6 lbs. Navy Beans, for
FOR RENT—Three story brick
23.
authorities believe
that the
bidding at to3 South Second, now I cent
city went to Metropolis and both coulb. can Fait's Pineapple:- for
2cr
institution
the
years
within
a
few
1
Distilleries
ple were married. The brides are sis- Fancy Grapes, per basloet
ts.cupied by Paducah
50
enlarged to accomobe
have
to
will
,
-tompany,
ters, while Mr. House is the lineman 3 lb. can Tomatoes, for
to
1 date the necessities.
for the Cumberland Telephone Com- 6 bars. White floating Soap for ..as
cared
patients
are
pauper
city
The
pany and Mr McOhord is the well- 7 bars Big D”1 Soap
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY-1
25
atten- known
unmarried men between for at the institution, medicai
mechanic.
a
pkgs.
White
Line
Wash
Powder
s
by
the
them
administered
being
—The Red Men initiated a big class 3 boxes Seschlight Matches, for -.to
ages of 21 and 35; citizens of United Ition
phyconsists
of
staff"
which
'visiting
State*, of good character an tempeof candidates, last evening, all three 3 bars Scrulaine, for
the degrees being conferred
'rate habits, who can sperk, read and sicians of Paducah who treat
25
4 lbs. Soda Cracker*. for
—,Mr. and Mrs. Warren W-att 3 pkgs. Vanilla Waders, for ....,.25
write English. For information ap. city sick free of charge, so many on
duty
have a new girl baby at their home. 3 pkgs. Graham Crackers. for ....as
ply 10 Recruiting Officer, New Rich_ each staff being assigatel•-en
for stated periods or about six, —Mr. and Mrs. Polly Gardner have
aiond House, Paducah, 1Cy.
25
3 pkgs. Nabisco Wafers. for
weeks. The staff idea was inaugur- a new boy baby at their home on
Royal Self Rising Flour, per saek •75 COM= MO= 484-e
RBEIDENCE MOM vs
FOR RENT—Furnished rooms for ated during June. and those serving Washington street.
White Dove Flour, per sack
70
—Mr. William Raker has returned Fancy Patent Flour, per sack ....65
rent for roomers or light housekeep- until the first of this month have
fini.hed their work making it neces- from Mayfield. where he was called Half Patent Flour, per sack
ing, at 32g South Third.
sary for a new staff which is chosen by the death of his father. Mr. John
We have just received es,w Pure
FOR RENT—One apartment in to visit the sick from the present Baker, who died at the age of 83 Cbentry Apple Vinegar for pickling
Sans Souci apartments, jo8 North date until September 3o. The staff years at the home of his other son, 'purposes, per gallon
...•••• 40
is divided into departments ,and the Mr. John Baker, Jr., at that city. The
Ninth street. W. E. Cochran.
following will treat the respective remains were buried Thursday at the
until the date mentioned Spence Chapel Cemetery.
FOR SALE—Three to-foot counters cases
and show cases, and one 3 foot coun- above: Dr. R. E. Hearne and Dr.
ter and show case, at J. D. &lacers /1. P.• Sights, surgery; Dr. Harry F.
jewelry store, 228 Broadway. Cheap. Williamson. throat, nose, ear and
eye; Dr. David T .Stuart, genito-uri3 Horse Power Motor.
FOR SALE-1.800 feet of 4 inch rary; Dr. Carl M. Sears. obstetrics;
5 Horse Power Motor.
cast iron pipe at 12%2 cents per foot. Dr. J. S. Troutman and Dr. Vernon
1
Horse Power Motor.
Plythe, medicine.
Apply C. L. Brunson and company.
1 8 Horse Power Motor.
ro Horse Power Motoe.
FOR RENT—Seven room resimorTsy LOANED ON ALL VALUABLES
MARRIED YESTERDAY.
I 200 Light Dynamo.
dence, No. 42: North Seventh street.
AT LOWEST INTEREST.
'All modern confvenienees. Apply to
Yesterday morning Miss 41Lillian
SPECIAL BA:ZGAINS in Roge I'S Silverweare, such as Knives
Reuben Rowland, No. 2, Trueheart Stewart Finley of this city and Mr. Spoons, Tea Sets, etc. BARGAINS in MO Grade Watches—Hamilton
building.
were and Balt, B. W. Raymond—one half price.
L. P !Towle of Charisma
nnit-d in marriage by Judge R.
•
Just received, nice lot of Bracelets, odd sizes and Gaize Watc.itee, o.
WANTED—A man to travel in Ligibtfoot at the latter's residence
cents on dollars for ten days.
2ii BROADWAY.
121-1)3 Natiah Foist* Street.
eastern and central Kentucky; expen- They
go to Charleston to take
Don't forget the place.
Next to Lang's drug store.
ses advanced; Wary weekly. J. E. up their home.
MkBradly & Co., Mfg., Chicago.
Very pretty and popular is the
bride. who has nitany friends in this
between city, while the groom is a traveling
LOST—On
Broadway
New Richmond House and 16on. representative for a large firm of
Doable watch chain with Jewish Jefferson City, Mo. He is a brother
Shekel and Masonic charm. Please re- of Mr. Murray Howie, the deputy
No theories taught but actual business from the start Thorough
turn to Register office.
county jailer here.
cources in bookkeeping, shorthand, totich-typewriaing, penmanship, corWhen you are sick, when you se.!
your chances to get well for a few
cents? Certainly not. 'A little difference in the quality of drugs used
in filling' your prescription's, sometimes malaes a big difference ire the
results expected by the doctors.
We are in the drug business by
choice, and because we liloe it. Did
you ever notice that those who like
their work are usually the best workamen? This applies to all lines of business or profession. Our policy is to
give the best posable quality at a reasonable price, and to give our patrons
just a little more than they expect in
good service and highest quality.
Just try us next time. We guarantee perfec satisfaction.

McPherson's
Drug Store.

Eye-See Jewelry Co..

Engl.ert

I

Bryant's Subscribe For The Register.
Specials Abram L. Well & Co

1

WANTS

FIRE INSURANCE

Campbell Block.

J. W. HUGHES

able-bodied

GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity Building

•••••••••••••••

B.Michael PTahewthiny,bricoleed

Englert-and Bryant-

We have on hand
For Sale:

FOREMAN BROS
Novelty Works.

BbSINESS COLLEGE

S. P. POOL,

respondence spelling commercial lave bankin
Alderman Confesses Graft.
Call or write for beautiful - new catalog.
Green Bay. Wis . Aug. 3.—ITenry
Porter. the last of the famous ring;
of aldermen which fleeced contractors desiring jobs in this city for
thousands of dollars several years
ago, appeared in the municipal court,
today and pleaded guilty to District
Attorney S. H. Cady to bribery
charges Porter admitted that be received $L000 in all. every cent of it
corning throrsh Alderman George
OUNCES FOR 25C Schwartz, acting for the consractor..

Our Cold Cream
Cleanses the Skin
and Clears the
Cbmplexion
15C OUNCE. 1

C,

Incorporated.,
Pifth & Broadway. Both Phones 573

t

PADUCAH CENTRAL

THE BUSINESS COLLEGE

P ADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.
FUNERAL DIRECTORS AND EMBALMERS

306 BROADWAY Both Phones No. 110.

203. 2058. Third

NOTICE TO CONSUMERS OF COAL: Do not place
---_

LOGT—Lady's plain gold watch,
Invaluable for freeing the skin
from sallowness and sunburn. It fills v:ith monogram initial "R. C." Reout vrinkles and produces firm, round turn to this office and receive reward
surfaces.
T,OST—While driving on the street
OURS IS CREAMERY, WHITE man's sailor straw hat. Return to
Rudy, Phillips and receive reward.
AND PURE.
?antes A. Rudy.

R. W. W kLICER & CO.,

arithmetic grammar, etc.

L.0. STETHENSOIL

Horses for Sale.
Just received a car load' of western
horses, to be sold at once. At Jas.
A. Olairber's stable. Third and Washington streets,
BIVINS Ai LOVE.

little sins open. the dbor to large
NIGHT BELL AT SIDE DOOR ones.

your fall orders too
soon. Wait for prices on our

TRADEWATER COAL

IT IS the BEST and price will be the cheapest
Coal for wagons at Elevator
Both Telephones 254.
Foiiti164
Street.

est Kentucky Coal Co.

